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COMPANY  PROFILE

Taishan Sports Industry Group Co., Ltd. was founded in 
1978, with a registered capital of 160 million yuan and 
over 5,000 employees. Taishan Group owns a dozen 
subsidiaries including branches in Beijing, Shenzhen, 
Shanghai, Jinan and Qingdao, and international branches 
or R&D centers in the USA, Brazil, Russia and Switzerland. 
The main products and service of Taishan include 
competitive sports equipment, civilian fitness equipment, 
various types of artificial turf, carbon fiber bicycles, sports 
engineering, XPE Hi-tech sports & leisure mats, "Internet 
+" scientific fitness series products, winter sports products, 
and operation and service of sports events.
Over the years, Taishan has successfully served many 
major sports events in the world, including 2 Youth Olympic 
Games, 4 World University Games, 5 Asian Games, and 
nearly 1,000 world individual championships and big 
domestic sports events, all achieving "Zero Fault, Zero 
Breakdown, Zero Complaint". Taishan is called “National 
Brand and Chinese Honor” by various circles of the society. 
Taishan Group has grown into a world-renowned sports 
event service provider.
In recent years, the scientific research innovation has 
driven the rapid development of Taishan. Depending on a 
number of national-level R&D platforms such as “National 
Engineering Technology Research Center for Sports 
Goods”, "National Industrial Design Center", "National 
Recognized Enterprise Technology Center", “Postdoctoral 
Programme”, “National-approved Laboratory”, Taishan has 
not only made great strides in the field of competitive sports 
equipment, but also gradually penetrated into the civilian 
sports market. The artificial turf which can release Negative 
Oxygen Ions through motion friction developed by Taishan 
has brought green and health to campuses and gardens; in 
order to promote winter sports around China, the "Taishan 
portfolio for winter sports programs" has been widely set 
up and used across the country; the I-dong gym feathuring 
Internet + smart fitness is a perfect combination of science 
& technology and national fitness programs...
Taishan has transformed from products manufacturing 
to the formulation of internaitonal and domestic sports 
standards, and then entering the world’s capital market to 
use the global funds and resources. Now, Taishan Group 
is trying to achieve its goal of “Double One Hundred Billion 
Yuan”: the annual output value exceeds 100 billion yuan 
and the brand value exceeds 100 billion yuan. By then, 
Taishan Group will fully achieve its internationalization and 
contribute to the health of all human beings.







Taekwondo Mats (new type of octagonal)

Model: TQ1534
Specs: 12×12×0.025m
Color: Red + Blue; Yellow + Green
Material: Leather, XPE
Features:
1.Beautiful appearance. The material is a high-rate compound leather mat, and the competition area is 8 meters' octagonal 
shape.
2.Flame heat sealing process and water cutting technology.  The field consists of  9 unit blocks using a new type of connection 
seamlessly overlap. Easy installation, feeling comfortable, good elasticity, conducive for athletes to perform.
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Taekwondo Training Mats (square)

(1) Model: TQ2633 12×12×0.025m

    Material and Structure: XPE

(2) Model: TQ2575 12×12×0.025m

    Material and Structure: Highly resilient EVA, composed of 144 pieces mats, competition area: 8m × 8m

    Colors: Red, Blue/Yellow, Blue

(3) Model: TQ2521

    Specs: 12×12×0.025m

    Material and Structure: EVA, composed of 144 pieces mats; competition area: 8m × 8m

    Color: red, blue
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Taekwondo Training Mats (octagonal)

(1) Model: TQ1522
  Specs: 12×12×0.025m
  Material: XPE
  Color: red, blue
  Function: Mainly used for taekwondo competition and training
  Product Description: The field consists of competition area and protection areas, which are distinguished by two colors.
  Taekwondo mat's main material and specs: XPE, single piece size is 0.828m*0.828m.
  Structure: locked structure
(2) Model: TQ2638
  Specs: 12×12×0.025m 
    Color: Red, Blue
  Material: EVA (high elasticity)
(3) Model: TQ2638A
  Specs: 12×12×0.025m 
    Color: Red, Blue
  Material: EVA
  Product features: The field consists of competition area and protection area, which are distinguished by two colors.
1 beautiful appearance.
2 Feeling comfortable, good elasticity, is conducive for athletes to perform.
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Protection Set (six pieces)       
Model:TSE1012
Product Description: including one-step molded head guard, thickenedd chest protector, groin guard, forearm guard, shin guard and a 
bag. The first-class materials and craftsmanship provide light, sturdy and excellent protection performance and are good for athletes to 
perform. It's one of the best protective products in the market.
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Taekwondo One-step Molded Head Guard

Model: TSE1011
Material: Polyurethane, CR sheet, once-through 
molding foaming craftsmanship
Specs: 1#/2#/3#/4#/5#
Product Description: According to the mechanical 
design, soft and comfortable, breathable, deodorant 
effect is good, with excellent protection.

Taekwondo Chest Protector

Model: TSE1000
Material: high quality PU
Specs: 1#/2#/3#/4#/5#
Product Description: High-quality PU, filled with 
compressed polyurethane material, with excellent 
protection effect, comfortable and quick recovery.

Groin Guard for Male and Female

Model: TSE1003
Material: high quality PU
Specs: 1#/2#/3#/4#/5#
Packing quantity: 60 pairs/box
Product Description: Compressed polyurethane filled, 
excellent protection, comfortable, quick recovery 
features.
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Gloves for Competition 

Model: TSE1001
Material: high quality PU
Specs: S/M/L/XL/XXL
Product Description: This product improves the quality 
according to the new WTF rules, and the breathability and 
sweat absorption are greatly improved. Special attention 
is paid to the details of the hand palm, making it more 
comfortable to wear.

Foot Cover for Competition

Model: TSE1002
Material: high quality PU
Specs: S/M/L/XL/XXL
Product Description: The product's quality has been 
upgraded according to new WTF rules. The breathability 
and sweat absorption are greatly improved. Special 
attention has been paid to the design of the foot toes, 
making it more comfortable to wear.

Taekwondo Forearm Guard

Model: TSE1004
Material: high quality PU
Specs:1#/2#/3#/4#/5# 
Product Description: Compressed polyurethane filled, 
excellent protection, use comfortable, quick recovery 
features.
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Taekwondo Shin Guard

Model: TSE1005
Material: high quality PU
Specs: 1#/2#/3#/4#/5#                               
Product Description: Compressed polyurethane filled, excellent 
protection, use comfortable, quick recovery features.

Taekwondo Shoes

Model: TSE1019
Specs: 34#--45#
Product Description: The surface of the shoes is reinforced with 
materials that are more protective, more durable, and effectively 
protect the toes. Imitation ox-tendon sole is lighter, more durable, 
and more breathable. It can protect the feet from drying at higher 
temperatures.

Arc Chest Target

Model: TSE1013
Material: high quality PU
Specs: 80cm×38cm×20cm
Packing quantity: 2 pcs/box
Product Description: Large power chest target is mainly used for 
power training in Taekwondo exercises. The target surface is curved 
with user-friendly curvature, which brings the best impact feeling and 
effectively improves the training effect.
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Kick Back Target

Model: TSE1014
Material: high quality PU
Specs: 60cm×40cm×10cm
Packing quantity: 4 pcs/box                       
Product Description: Large power chest target is mainly used 
for power training in Taekwondo exercises. The target surface 
is curved with user-friendly curvature, which brings the best 
impact feeling and effectively improves the training effect.

Hand Target

Model: TSE1015
Material: High quality PU/Microfiber leather/High quality 
cowhide
Specs: 38cm×18cm
Packing quantity: 50 pieces/ box
Product description: high quality material of the target surface 
with high-quality filler, light and durable. The design of the 
target body can help to improve the sense of touch and impact. 
The function, materials, design and appearance of the product 
reflect the professionalism of Taishan brand. It is suitable for 
daily training and is a necessary tool for Taekwondo learning.
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Iran Target

Model: TSE1016
Material: high quality PU
Specs: 45cm×25cm×10cm
Packing quantity: 15 pieces / box
Product Description: New type of target, more flexible and 
convenient to use, suitable for clubs and Taekwondo enthusiasts

Arc Target

Model: TSE1017
Material: high quality PU
Specs: 45cm×25cm×6cm
Packing quantity: 18 pcs/box
Product Description: The target is an arc design with a smooth 
target surface, which can effectively train the strength and 
speed of the strike, and give the target holder the most effective 
protection.

Imitated Leather Chest Target

Model: TSE1018
Material: high quality PU + high density canvas
Specs: 60cm×30cm×10cm
Packing quantity: 5 pieces / box
Product Description: economical, practical, light and durable.
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Taekwondo Electronic Protective products
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Second Generation Electronic Chest Protector 
(without transmitter)

Model: TSEPRO2980
Composition: Artificial leather, strong sponge, elastic fabric.
Color: Blue, Red
Dimensions: XXS(0)-XS(1)-S(2)-M(3)-L(4)-XL(5)
Features: Very tough and light, used for competitions and 
training, and the model has a patent.

Electronic Head Guard

Model: TSEPRO2913
Composition: Internal sponge. The outer plastic brushed a 
layer of paint.
Color: white, blue, red
Size: XS#, S#, M#, L#, XL#
Description: Made of soft foam with a shiny white surface.

Latest Electronic Foot Cover

Model: TSEPRO29035
Composition: artificial leather, sponges, elastic fabrics and 
sensors
color: gray
Size: XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL
Description: The latest electronic foot cover is used with the 
electronic chest protector.

Second Generation Electronic Foot Cover

Model: TSEPRO29037
Composition: artificial leather, sponges, elastic fabrics and 
sensors
color: gray
Size: XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL
Description: The latest second-generation electronic foot cover 
is used with the electronic chest protector.
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Scorer

Model: TSEPRO29808
Second-generation referee scorer. White; Fixed size for all models.
Used for the fireless box of second-generation electronic systems

Receiver

Model: TSEPRO2906
Second generation receiver, colorless; fixed size, available for all 
models. Each channel corresponds to one receiver race (USB 
antenna)

Transmitter (Chest Protector)

Model: TSEPRO29801
Description: The second generation of new electronic chest protector 
is colorless; fixed size, can be used for all models

Transmitter (head guard)

Model: TSEPRO29802
Description: The second generation of new electronic head guard is 
colorless with fixed size, and can be used for all models
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Taishan Competition Dobok 

Fabric of Uniform

TSE1020

TSE1020A

TSE10201
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Taishan Poomsae (with colorful belt) Dobok

Features: The light and thin uniforms are good for sweating 
and the comfort design is suitable for athletes' competition 
and training.

Facric of Poomsae Uniform：
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Taishan Poomsae Dobok (black belt under 16 years old)

Poomsae dobok distinguishes between 

male and female.

Men's dobok is white open jacket with "Y" type collar in red 

and black, and the pants are light blue

Poomsae dobok is red

Women's dobok is white open jacket with "Y" type collar in 

red and black, and the pants are positive red

Fabric of Poomsae Dobok:

TSE1023 striped jacquard
TSE1025 TDK words

TSE1031 Poomsae Dobok
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Taishan Taekwondo Dan's Dobok (blace belt)

Characteristics: there is a distinction between men and women's uniforms.

The high-grade Dan's dobok is blue

Men's dobok is white open jacket with black "Y" type collar, 

and the pants are dark blue;

Fabric of Dan's Dobok:

Women's dobok is white open jacket with black "Y" type 

collar, and the pants are grey blue;

TSE1026 TKD words Fabric
TSE1029 DuPont Fabric

TSE1032 Dan's Dobok
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Taishan High-grade Dan's Dobok

The Dan of more than level 7 is high-

grade Dan, and high-grade Dan's 

dobok doesn't distinguish between 

men and women. Their dobok is 

yellow open jacket with blace "Y" 

type collar, and the pant are dark 

blue.

Fabric of Dan's Dobok：

The dobok worn by high-grade Dan is blue.

The Taekwondo dobok is worn outside the Taekwondo uniform and made of silk. It's a new style dobok. Dobok is divided into 
two kinds: orange Poomsae and blue Dan.
As WT recognized dobok, the fabric of dobok adopts advanced jacquard technology, and four sacred animals: Dragon, White 
Tiger, Basalt and Suzaku are woven on the fabric. Besides, the WT representing Human, Earth and Heaven, and the diagram of 
Tai Chi, are integrated into the cloth, making the dobok unique.
Dobok is easy to wear with only two snaps on the chest position. The new WT logo located on the chest is not only a beautiful 
decoration but also an important scoring reference by referees. Therefore, the Dobok in future will be a highlight in the 
competition.

TSE1027 High-grade WTF Words

TSE1030
High-grade DuPont 

Fabric
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OLYMPIC QUALITY 



ENJOYED BY ALL




